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Amazon Web Services Names 8K Miles Premier Consulting Partner
8K Miles joins Amazon Web Services Partner Network top ranks
San Ramon, California
8K Miles, a global cloud solutions and services company, is pleased to announce it has been named one
of the top 15 Amazon Web Services (AWS) Premier Consulting Partners. The top-tier recognition
highlights 8K Miles’ significant investment into the AWS Partner Network (APN) program and commitment
to building superior AWS-powered solutions to help solve customer problems and provide top-quality
consulting services.
“We are thrilled to receive this distinguished honor, which reinforces our track record in delivering
successful AWS solutions. As a valued and trusted AWS Partner, we look forward to expanding our cloud
consulting services to larger enterprises and other verticals,” said Suresh Venkatachari, 8K Miles
chairman and CEO.
As an AWS Premier Consulting Partner, 8K Miles gains access to many valuable benefits that help to
improve customer service delivery, including deeper technical engagement with AWS Solution Architects,
greater access to AWS beta programs as well as the ability to leverage the AWS Partner Advisory
Council.
“Our designation as a preferred AWS Premier Consulting Partner will allow us to improve the products
and services we provide our enterprise and SMB customers,” said Sri Vasireddy, 8K Miles chief cloud
officer. “By having greater access and deeper insight into the AWS program, we are able to further refine
our AWS-powered solutions, such as our Secure Mobile Collaboration Solution for the enterprise mobile
workforce, which addresses key issues such as eliminating data leakage, helping to meet compliance and
reducing legal risks.”
About 8K Miles
8K Miles is a global cloud solutions and services company and helps clients in cloud engineering and
migration services. 8K Miles offers turnkey solutions on Big Data and Mobility for SMB’s, Enterprises, and
State/Local Government institution. 8K Miles has seasoned on-demand professionals with in-depth AWS
and Security expertise who can enhance customer applications to leverage the elasticity of AWS and
make applications even more secure on AWS than On-Premise hosting.
For more information about 8KMiles visit www.8kmiles.com
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